
6/3/19 Baseball Coach of the Week – Kevin VanBelle 
 
What age is your team and what leagues do you play 
in?  
This year I am coaching 8U, that last year of coach 
pitch.  Had the opportunity to coach in regular spring 
season as well as All Star summer ball. 
 
When did you know you wanted to coach at SSYS? 
How long have you been coaching?  
Interesting question, I could always say I knew I wanted 
to coach when my wife, Pamela signed me up and said I 
was coaching.  Actually, I had already coached my older 
son Boston at NYO prior to joining SSYS, so I just 
wanted to continue coaching, but instead of coaching 
my older son, I decided to coach my younger son 
Chase. 
 
 
What do you enjoy most about coaching?  
I have had the opportunity to coach many different 
sports such as baseball, soccer, and hockey over the 
last 5 years and in each of these different sports it’s the 
kids that keep me coming back each season, or 
sometimes twice a season.  The kids enthusiasm when 
they make a throw they could not do the day before, the 
hit that for the first time clears the in field, plan and 

execute their first double play and make that diving catch where each teammate then proceeds to 
tackle with excitement.  However, I believe the most gratifying is when a player sees his fellow 
teammate hurt or down on himself and makes a conscious effort without any direction from others to 
go over and lift that teammate up, tell that teammate we will get that play next time, provide a pat on 
the back, make a funny face, hold an ice pack because the player is too hurt to hold himself.  It is the 
teamsmanship and the players realization that one player does not make a team and it takes a team 
to win and have fun. 

 
How do you go about motivating your players?  
Well, the easy answer would be, the promise of candy is always a great motivator.  However, I 
actually take the approach of just taking a knee, so that I am at the same level as the kids and 
reassure them of what they are capable of and that they try their hardest.  As a team they will 
succeed, but at the least they need to have FUN.  Ultimately every kid is motivate and dedicated to 
not let their team down. 
 
What skills/characteristics do you look for in your players?  
When developing and building a team of ball players, I look at many different aspects of a player, 
throwing mechanics, swing and timing, ball angling, glove and baseball instincts, but none of that 
compares to desire.  A kids desire to get better, to listen and want to be coached and his desire to 
have fun. 
 
What is the biggest challenge you've had as a coach and how did you overcome it?  
I have experienced many different type of challenges, from parents being critical of their kids position 
being played or playing time, opposing team parents becoming too involved with my team parents, or 
a child becoming emotional because they did not execute the play they intended.  However, the 



biggest challenge I believe is the challenge of coaching your own kid.  I have to continue to remind 
myself and my child that when on the field I am the coach and not the parent.   I have a team of 
children that are looking to my guidance or my parenting and all are equal of my time. 
 
What advice would you give to new coaches?  
Not sure if they are words of wisdom but here I go, break your practice up into multiple small skill 
areas, if you do not do this you will have many kids standing around and this is never 
good.  Repetition is key, but do not be surprised when in the first game the kids have completely 
forgot what they have been practicing for the past few weeks.  Lastly and most important, just have 
fun.  This is a game and is meant to be fun, find the fun and the kids will enjoy the game even more. 
 
When not rooting for your SSYS team, who is your favorite MLB baseball team and player? 
My first live MLB game was in Montreal rooting for the expos.  I would then go onto see many games 
at the skydome in Toronto.  I remember exactly where I was when Joe Carter hit that homer to win 
game six of the 1993 world series.  However, now living in Atlanta for the last 9 years, I root for the 
Braves, but still secretly wish to see another Expos team and the last few years kept watching to see 
if Toronto would ever get by KC in the pennant race. 
 
What has been your most memorable SSYS moment?  
There have been many memorable SSYS moments, watching my kid complete a triple play and have 
no idea he did, coming to the ball park to coach only to find out my wife, Pamela has been there for 
the last hour throwing and catching with my boys because they just needed to get out on the field, 
winning that first game in summer travel ball after losing the first four games, and seeing perfectly 
executed double play to win a summer ball tournament.  However, one moment stands out and it was 
when me as a coach was coached by my boy and his team.  I was playing old man baseball and a 
perfect pop fly was hit right at me, but I over ran and it went right by me.  In that ah ha moment all I 
could hear was my boy Boston and his fellow teammates yelling from the stands, “coach, your first 
step is back”. 
 
When you are not at the fields, what do you enjoy doing most? 
Considering it is baseball everyday and twice on Sunday there isn’t much time where I am not on the 
field, but when not there you will find me on the ice.  Not only do I coach hockey, but I play in two 
different hockey leagues.  Hockey and baseball, baseball and hockey, nothing like it! 


